
Same but different? 

Although I can walk through school easily, it’s not an enjoyable journey. 

Corridors are made for hustle and bustle! I guess that’s my way of saying that 

I’m missing you all. I’m looking forward to visiting your classrooms for you to 

tell me about your learning; I’m looking forward to standing on the playground 

for you to tell me about what you’ve been doing the previous evening or 

weekend; I’m looking forward to telling you some more of my “bad” jokes!  

It’s been lovely to see some of you walking past the school or within the local 

community – the weather has certainly helped on most days. I’ve also 

overheard your teachers talking to you via telephone, which has brightened up 

their day being able to discover what you’ve been up to. 

What have I been up to? Same, but different! Most days, I’ve been in school 

working. However, my office has moved to Year 5. It’s a bigger room for me to 

keep social distancing if I have to meet with anybody and it’s a change of 

scene. I also feel less cut off! 

During our assemblies, we often talk about our 4C curriculum (Collaboration, 

Communication, Creativity and Curiosity). During the last few weeks, I’ve still 

tried to live by these principles. Here’s an example of each one. 

 

Collaboration: When everything returns to normal, I need some work doing on 

my house. At the moment, there is an upstairs lounge and bathroom which are 

unfit for anyone to live in – even Basil (the scruffier of my 2 cats) turns his nose 

up at the space. I’ve drawn a plan and I’ve thought about the changes I would 

make, which involves knocking down a wall and building another one 

elsewhere. I tried to make my plans known to a builder over the telephone, 

which involved me telling him to draw shapes and lines in different ways in 

order to get a picture. The trouble was that I couldn’t see what he had drawn 

and he couldn’t see what I had drawn. The result could be interesting, but this 

example of collaboration brought frustration and laughter in equal amounts. 

 

Communication: Technology is not always my best friend, but I’ve had a go at 

WhatsApp, Skype, Zoom, Whereby and HouseParty. I’ve used WhatsApp to talk 

to my daughter, Emily, in Penang (Malaysia), Skype to have a governors’ 

meeting, Zoom to talk to other head teachers within the Holme Valley 



Pyramid, Whereby to talk to talk to my son, Jonathan, and HouseParty to wish 

my friend “Happy Birthday.” I’ve even played around with backgrounds, 

although this did catch me out when I forgot to return it to normal – during 

one of the meetings with other head teachers, it looked like I was at Sincil Bank 

or LNER stadium, the home of my home football team. Oops! 

 

Creativity: I’ve already mentioned how the corridors are not the same. In fact, 

they are remarkably different now! Whilst supposedly tidying my garage, I 

stumbled across a golf hole. It was boxed and unused. It’s a gadget that even 

returns the ball to you, should you be successful enough to sink a putt. I 

decided to take it to school and … the rest is history as somebody is supposed 

to have said. It started with the hole just outside the library door but, upon 

finding the key, the hole was positioned at the back of the library. The tee is 

just outside the main office door. Now that’s not the end of creativity, for you 

must negotiate the hall floor, carpet strips and a slope from right to left. For a 

non-golfer, this is sounding like I know what I’m talking about! All I know is that 

Justin Rose is a famous golfer, so it was time for a new J Rose to take to the 

scene. On Tuesday April 24th, at 4.17 pm, the unthinkable, the unsinkable 

happened! I actually managed to get a hole in one. Hmm! That reminds me 

about of the joke about a golfer who wore 2 pairs of trousers just in case that 

happened! I measured the distance from just outside the main office, passing 

by the Tiger Suite, the hall, Y3 and into the library. With my shoes, I got about 

80 of my feet, but the distance seems to grow longer every time I tell the tale. 

Luckily for me, I had my phone videoing this momentous event, so proof does 

exist! 

             



Curiosity: In the soon to be tidied garage, when I stop discovering things, I 

unearthed an air fryer. No, you don’t fry air with it. That would be silly, even 

for me! You fry food in it, but it’s supposed to be healthier. I had a go, although 

it wasn’t good for my health, as I didn’t bother to read the instructions. I tried 

chips – burnt chips in fact because I wasn’t sure how long I should cook them 

for. Since the first effort, I’ve read the instructions, although I still haven’t 

achieved the perfect crunchy chip with a soft inside. My curiosity is leading me 

to try a different oil (vegetable, olive, rapeseed) and a different coating (chilli 

flakes, paprika, semolina) each time to achieve chip heaven. 

So that’s some of my 4C highlights and I hope to share some more in person 

with you when school is considered safe to open. The highlight I’m most 

looking forward to is only half of this but will be doubly good. Sounds like a 

cryptic puzzle! What I’m looking forward to most is being able 2C you all again 

soon (Do you see what I did there?) 

My very best wishes to you all and to your families,   

Mr. Rose 


